Dynamic motivation to improve staff
performance and company bottom line

MOTIVATION case study

British Gas

___________________________________________________________
Background and requirements

British Gas Engineers are potentially the largest source of
qualified leads for the salesforce and with the highest leads
conversion rate. Historically however, engineers and salesforce do
not communicate with the result that potential business is lost.
The requirement was to ensure that engineers and salesforce
communicate. Engineers to pass on leads and salesforce to
confirm conversions back to engineers. Further, to markedly
increase sales as a result.

-

Tutorial Video
Launch Brochures
Presentation Crib Sheets
Presentation Check List
Phone Prompt Cards containing names and contact numbers
of engineers / salespersons in the Patch
- Priority Appointment Cards
• Mirror league (leads and conversion ) performance back to
engineers on a monthly basis

Target audience

• Peer pressure increased by ensuring that at least one
salesperson presents the sales conversions back to the
engineer in the Patch (who has generated the lead)

The strategy

• Highly personalized Recognition letters sent from Head of
Sales to engineers as they hit milestone sales levels e.g.
1= Broken Your Duck; 3 = Hatrick; 5 = High Five etc

• Produce a video tutorial of the communication behaviors
and interaction required

• Engineer’s commission linked to number of sales conversions
(i.e. the communications success of the engineer and
salesperson in the Patch)

4,500 British Gas Engineers (linked to 450 salespersons)
• Create (or borrow) a memorable internal theme

• Launch the programme on a face-to-face basis to Regional
and District management, providing them with identical
tools for cascade presentation to their front line Engineers
Provide each engineer Patch Manager with a K.I.T. (Keep In
Touch) Box containing:

The result

Communication objectives achieved. New sales oriented
approach to engineers’ service established. Conversion levels
from engineer leads markedly improved.
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